
B I N G O
Sam   gives his 
puppy dog eyes 
and or does his 
bitchface

More   of 
Metatron's plans 
are revealed

Flashbacks   are 
seen

More   followers 
continue to join 
with Castiel

We see   a 
shirtless 
Winchester 
(Thud)

The Mark of Cain 
is mentioned

Sam   talks with 
another hunter 
over the phone

Metatron   either  
rescues or makes 
a trade for 
Gadreel   

Kevin   is 
mentioned

The   brothers 
have a serious 
discussion

The   ring of fire 
is used

A  wall collage is 
made and or 
viewed 

IMPALA'S 
FREE PARKING 
SPACE

Demons   and or 
soullessness is 
referenced

Crowley   is 
referenced and or 
makes an 
appearance

Sam   confronts 
Gadreel

Dean   punches 
someone or 
something

Dean   continues 
to struggle with 
the effects of the 
MOC

Angel   killing 
swords are seen 
and or used

Dean   tortures 
Gadreel for 
answers

Sam is   
becoming more 
concerned about 
Dean 

Abaddon is 
referenced and or 
makes an 
appearance

Castiel   gets held 
captive

Sam   and Dean 
attempt to kill 
Metatron

Sigils   are seen 
or used



B I N G O
Castiel   gets held 
captive

Sam is   
becoming more 
concerned about 
Dean 

Sigils   are seen 
or used

Abaddon is 
referenced and or 
makes an 
appearance

Sam and Dean 
attempt to kill 
Metatron

Dean punches 
someone or 
something

Dean continues to 
struggle with the 
effects of the 
MOC

Sam confronts 
Gadreel

Dean tortures 
Gadreel for 
answers

Angel killing 
swords are seen 
and or used

A wall collage is 
made and or 
viewed 

Demons   and or 
soullessness is 
referenced

IMPALA'S 
FREE PARKING 
SPACE

Crowley is 
referenced and or 
makes an 
appearance

Flashbacks   are 
seen

We see   a 
shirtless 
Winchester 
(Thud)

More   followers 
continue to join 
with Castiel

The   ring of fire is 
used

Sam gives his 
puppy dog eyes 
and or does his 
bitchface

More of 
Metatron's plans 
are revealed

Metatron   either  
rescues or makes 
a trade for 
Gadreel   

Kevin   is 
mentioned

The Mark of Cain 
is mentioned

Sam   talks with 
another hunter 
over the phone

The   brothers 
have a serious 
discussion



B I N G O
The Mark of Cain 
is mentioned

Metatron   either  
rescues or makes 
a trade for 
Gadreel   

The   brothers 
have a serious 
discussion

Kevin   is 
mentioned

Sam   talks with 
another hunter 
over the phone

More   followers 
continue to join 
with Castiel

The ring of fire is 
used

We see   a 
shirtless 
Winchester (Thud)

More   of 
Metatron's plans 
are revealed

Sam   gives his 
puppy dog eyes 
and or does his 
bitchface

Demons   and or 
soullessness is 
referenced

Crowley   is 
referenced and or 
makes an 
appearance

IMPALA'S 
FREE PARKING 
SPACE

Flashbacks   are 
seen

Sigils   are seen 
or used

Sam and Dean 
attempt to kill 
Metatron

Abaddon is 
referenced and or 
makes an 
appearance

A   wall collage is 
made and or 
viewed 

Castiel gets held 
captive

Sam is   
becoming more 
concerned about 
Dean 

Sam   confronts 
Gadreel

Dean   tortures 
Gadreel for 
answers

Dean   punches 
someone or 
something

Dean continues to 
struggle with the 
effects of the 
MOC

Angel   killing 
swords are seen 
and or used



B I N G O
Dean   punches 
someone or 
something

Sam   confronts 
Gadreel

Angel   killing 
swords are seen 
and or used

Dean   tortures 
Gadreel for 
answers

Dean   continues 
to struggle with 
the effects of the 
MOC

Abaddon is 
referenced and or 
makes an 
appearance

A   wall collage is 
made and or 
viewed 

Sam and Dean 
attempt to kill 
Metatron

Sam is   
becoming more 
concerned about 
Dean 

Castiel   gets held 
captive

Crowley   is 
referenced and or 
makes an 
appearance

Flashbacks   are 
seen

IMPALA'S 
FREE PARKING 
SPACE

Sigils   are seen 
or used

The   brothers 
have a serious 
discussion

Sam   talks with 
another hunter 
over the phone

Kevin   is 
mentioned

Demons and or 
soullessness is 
referenced

The Mark of Cain 
is mentioned

Metatron either  
rescues or makes 
a trade for 
Gadreel   

We see   a 
shirtless 
Winchester 
(Thud)

More of 
Metatron's plans 
are revealed

More followers 
continue to join 
with Castiel

The ring of fire is 
used

Sam gives his 
puppy dog eyes 
and or does his 
bitchface



B I N G O
More   followers 
continue to join 
with Castiel

We see   a 
shirtless 
Winchester 
(Thud)

Sam   gives his 
puppy dog eyes 
and or does his 
bitchface

More   of 
Metatron's plans 
are revealed

The   ring of fire 
is used

Kevin   is 
mentioned

Demons and or 
soullessness is 
referenced

Sam talks with 
another hunter 
over the phone

Metatron   either  
rescues or makes 
a trade for 
Gadreel   

The Mark of Cain 
is mentioned

Flashbacks   are 
seen

Sigils   are seen 
or used

IMPALA'S 
FREE PARKING 
SPACE

The   brothers 
have a serious 
discussion

Angel   killing 
swords are seen 
and or used

Dean   continues 
to struggle with 
the effects of the 
MOC

Dean   tortures 
Gadreel for 
answers

Crowley   is 
referenced and or 
makes an 
appearance

Dean   punches 
someone or 
something

Sam   confronts 
Gadreel

Sam   and Dean 
attempt to kill 
Metatron

Sam is   
becoming more 
concerned about 
Dean 

Abaddon   is 
referenced and or 
makes an 
appearance

A   wall collage is 
made and or 
viewed 

Castiel   gets held 
captive


